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Abstract
Haptic media studies emphasize the centrality of touch in the experience of digital media. This
article considers how the haptic effect created by relationship between touch, gesture and spatial
practice in Pokémon GO cements new possibilities for ambient play and co-presence. The app
effectively draws on the genealogies of Nintendo’s handheld Pokémon games, but through the shift
to smartphone devices the app creates new forms of ambient play, co-presence and communi-
cation that are realized through the publicness of the touch, gesture and comportment which make
up the haptic effect of the app. By making the smartphones camera an integral part the game,
Pokémon GO suggests the wider relevance of the communicability of feeling and gesture by
extending ambient play and co-presence into social media, allowing players to (re)-experience the
feeling and touch of Pokémon GO through affective resonance. This suggests that the tactility and
touch of the haptic affect are embedded in a matrix of embodied experiences that are revealed
through how photography and social media become sites for extending and ambient play.
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In July 2016, it suddenly seemed impossible to find anything in social media news feeds that was

unrelated to the augmented reality Android/iPhone app Pokémon GO. Across the globe, there was
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a noticable transformation in the behaviour of vast numbers of otherwise totally unrelated peoples,

who swarmed through public spaces in search of Pokémon. Stories of accidents, assaults, thefts and

other curiosities circulated widely through social media, creating a storm of Pokémon GO related

content . The sudden popularity of the app, combined with its encompassing presence in popular

culture suggests that it constitutes a palpable event that can inform how scholars understand the

role of location-based gaming in the transformation of both publics and public spaces.

Pokémon first became a global phenomenon in the late 1990s, where it circulated as a popular

animated TV series, video games (for the handheld Nintendo Game Boy series of platforms) and as

a trading card game.1 During the course of the various iterations and versions of the ‘classic’

Pokémon video games, Nintendo stuck relatively successfully to the same format.2 Since then,

each iteration has only subtle variations from what had become a winning formula; however,

Pokémon GO significantly modifies these conventions. The app was developed by Niantic Labs,

which has a history of making location-based games and apps for mobile devices. Niantic’s pre-

vious location-based game, Ingress (2012), uses a global database of playable objects known as

Portals. These Portals are submitted by players, approved by Niantic and were later ported to

Pokémon Go as the game’s core infrastructure.

This article examines the increasingly important role that ambient play has in the experience of

in Pokémon GO through Hjorth and Richardson’s (2014) concept of ‘ambient play’. Hjorth and

Richardson use the term to earmark the role of mobile gaming apps in augmenting the atmosphere

of a pre-existing place by creating a spectrum of experiences of co-presence (2014: 64). Ambient

play describes the ‘tacit, unofficial and incidental forms of creativity, play, and communication’

which are enacted at the site of play (2014: 62). Previous work that examines gameplay in

cybercafe has also identified the practices of creative ‘counterplay’ which emerge in the material

and social contexts of gaming (Apperley, 2010, 2017). Hjorth and Richardson’s work highlights

how the touch, gesture and comportment required to enact and operationalize games on mobile

screens extends ‘outside the official game-space’, creating a highly visible ‘haptic effect’ (2014:

64). The haptic effect becomes intertwined with the ‘play’ itself capitalizing on the material

characteristics of the location and the possibilities created by co-present players to offer ‘alter-

native and multiple movements of play’, which exceed those delineated by the game software

(Hjorth and Richardson, 2014: 59; cf. Apperley, 2010, 2017; Simon, 2009). By extending the site

of play to the body and location of enactment, the haptic effect makes ambient play ‘an integral

part of a game’s texture, affect, and embodiment’ (Hjorth and Richardson, 2014: 60).

We argue that the dimension of ambient play in Pokémon GO establishes a dynamic multi-

layered mode of connected and disconnected co-presence in public spaces. While individual users

may be only co-present through their physical proximity, or doubly co-present through sharing the

augmented vision of the Pokémon GO app, the haptic effect of the physical enactment of the game

creates a space of shared play that is extended beyond physical proximity by photography and

social media. The shared experience of touch, gesture, comportment and movement that is

established and structured through the playful enactment of the Pokémon GO app indicates a

significant scope for the immediate and proximate haptic effect to establish a wider and dispersed

collective affinity and co-presence. The haptic effect, established through the software interface

of the mobile platform and enacted through touch, gesture and movement, establishes an

‘affective resonance’ between otherwise differently social encoded bodies (Paasonen, 2011; cf.

Tobin, 2013: 63). Affective resonance occurs when a person recognizes that another person is

sharing an embodied experience that they also have experienced, creating an empathic resonance

between bodies. When people play Pokémon GO in the presence of others also playing, the
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affective resonance created through the haptic effect of the game establishes the playing bodies and

spaces of play as an important dimension of ambient play. Users are not just playing with an app on

their device, but with their body and with the bodies of others, through mutual and visible

experiences of touch, gesture, comportment and mobility shared through physical proximity.

Affective resonance connects players beyond the physical proximity of bodies in space through the

embodied perspectives shared on social media using Pokémon GO photography. This means that

ambient play and the haptic effect establish affective forms of co-presence that extend outside of

the immediate and proximate times and spaces of play.

We explore this argument first, through the history of Nintendo’s experimentation with walking

as a game mechanic. The act of walking becomes entangled within the design history of Pokémon

games, as Nintendo and The Pokémon Company shift from portable handheld devices towards the

mobile device as the primary technology of play for Pokémon GO. The shift from portable, the

ability to take technology with you, towards mobile, technology that enables movement and moves

with players, puts emphasis on the dynamic social environment Pokémon GO is played within.

Then the article teases out some of the key differences between Ingress and Pokémon GO, with an

emphasis on the changes which emphasize the centrality of the haptic effect in Pokémon GO.

Finally, this article examines the uses of photography among Pokémon GO players and how this

supports a wider ambient play with haptic effect through affective resonance.

Pokémon and perambulation: From portability to mobility

Pokémon GO may be the latest game in the hugely popular Pokémon franchise, but its history is

grounded in the inclusion of portability and mobility across a range of technologies and games. The

technical integration of walking into the Pokémon series since the 1990s demonstrates the

importance of ambient play for the franchise. Over the decades since the introduction of Pokémon,

designers have experimented with integrating various peripheral hardware into gameplay that

extended the digital game beyond the screen, primarily by producing Pokémon-branded toys which

were eventually integrated to the digital game in an early articulation of ‘The Internet of Toys’

(Holloway and Green, 2016).

In 1998, the first Pokémon Pikachu toy, a Tamagotchi-like virtual pet, was introduced. It had a

built-in pedometer that counted the steps taken while walking and rewarded players with virtual

currency based on how many steps were taken. This currency could then be used to buy gifts for the

virtual pet or gamble in a virtual slot machine. In the following year, the Pokémon Pikachu 2GS

was released; this version was able to send and receive data through an infrared port on the Game

Boy Color. Through the Pokémon Pikachu 2GS, the virtual currency accumulated by walking

could now be transferred to Pokémon Gold (Game Freak, 2000), Pokémon Silver (Game Freak,

2000) and Pokémon Crystal (Game Freak, 2001), where it could be used to purchase in-game

items. The 2010 Nintendo DS remakes of the original Pokémon Gold/Silver games, Pokémon

HeartGold (Game Freak, 2010) and Pokémon SoulSilver (Game Freak, 2010), came bundled with a

pedometer called a ‘pokéwalker’. The pokéwalker communicated elaborate interactions with the

Nintendo DS, also using the infrared port. Now the daily step count on the pedometer did not just

accumulate virtual currency, it also influenced which items and wild Pokémon would appear in

game. By quantifying walking as an in-game mechanic that impacted on a significant aspect of the

Pokémon mobile console games, an ambient dimension was potentially added to the players’

experiences. However, the ambience of such games was confined to the device counting steps
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which could be transferred later, making it a discreet activity that did not necessarily create

additional opportunities for co-presence.

Pokémon GO extends the incorporation of everyday mobility into gameplay. Since the Nin-

tendo 3DS, released in 2011, has a built-in pedometer, walking has had an integral function in the

development of the Pokémon video game series. The use of mobile phones for Pokémon GO

centralizes the game and pedometer technology in one device. The key peripheral device for the

Pokémon GO is the Pokémon GO Plus, which is marketed as a wearable technology (previous

peripheries were keychain attachments – keeping with the ‘pocket monster’ theme of Pokémon)

and uses Bluetooth technology to transfer game information to the owner’s phone. The main use of

the Pokémon GO Plus is to allow players to capture passing Pokémon and visit Pokéstops, without

having to use their phones, and then transfer the data to their phones later. By creating opportu-

nities to manage the embodied and located elements of playing the game, the rapid development of

the Pokémon GO Plus periphery emphasizes the centrality of the body through mobility, com-

portment, gesture and touch in the play of Pokémon GO.

Pokémon GO continues with the integration of walking into the experience of play, and further

develops the possibilities of ambient play in public spaces. Players experiencing the location

through a more-or-less distracted attention to the augmented game have their relationship with

space subtly recalibrated through the way that the game organizes space. Previous work on Nin-

tendo’s StreetPass software used in the Nintendo 3DS console line (Moore, 2016) has argued that

location-based software can reshape the mobile gamers’ relationship to place. When the StreetPass

software is active, users share data through passive background software, enabling unlockable and

playable elements across a suite of games for the 3DS console. For example, the Nintendo 3DS

Dream Radar app allows users to use StreetPass to passively ‘PlayCoins’, which can be spent to

increase the chances of finding Pokémon in Pokémon Black 2 (Game Freak, 2012) or Pokémon

White 2 (Game Freak, 2012). Locations that are highly populated by other StreetPass users are

more likely to gather more interactions, and this can create a logic of appreciating and valuing

place among users that is ‘software-sorted’ (Graham, 2005), as it is influenced by access to a

particular software infrastructure.

The embeddedness of mobility through walking in Pokémon GO suggests a form of ambient

play that can engage players and co-present non-players. The portable gaming practices that

incorporate walking with device at hand enable a form of play in which a clearly visible form of

enacting playful embodiment is foregrounded. This creates the possibilities for other bodies that

know what it is to play Pokémon GO to recognize a mutual experience of embodiment and to feel

affective resonance with other players. This affective resonance creates a multilayered co-

presence, where players are not just experiencing their own play, but potentially also the simul-

taneous public performance of play by others. Players are not only modulating their attention

between their device and the locations, their experience is shaped by the presence and movements

of others, which may in themselves become part of the ambient play. Non-players may recognize a

motley congregation of people who share a lusory gait, comportment and gestural engagement

with their mobile devices, but they won’t feel an affective resonance with the activity as they have

no embodied experience of it. Such practices are common across locative media whereby a

sensory-inscribed body is constructed through the tensions between mobile interface, location and

movement of bodies (Farman, 2012). In relation to Pokémon GO, people who have played but

aren’t currently playing will recognize and recall the negotiation of body, vision and device that is

enacted while playing.
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The shift from a portable Pokémon experience to mobile is significant in how the haptic effect

operates. There is a specificity to walking across portable gaming and mobile gaming; a set of

embodied practices which draw from the particular design history and differences between por-

table and mobile games. These are adeptly outlined in the work of McCrea (2011), and explored

with depth in the work of Tobin (2013). Portable gaming operates within a cultural niche; while it

may have augmented reality or walking elements, it still has specific modes of being in and out of

the game. Mobile gaming has less clear divisions between in and out, and it is the pervasiveness of

mobile devices along with the mimetic practices of casual and accessible play (Juul, 2009; Miller,

2012) that allows Pokémon GO to connect a broader set of bodies and create wide possibility for

affective resonance.

From Ingress to Pokémon GO

Ingress is a crucial reference point for Pokémon GO (see Leorke, 2018: 113), as much of the

crowdsourced data from the former was imported to Pokémon GO, becoming the apps’ basic

location-based infrastructure. This makes the development history of Pokémon GO significantly

different from previous Pokémon games as the location-based augmentation is part of another

development trajectory. While previous Pokémon games like Pokémon Dream Radar (Creatures,

2012) incorporated augmented reality through Nintendo 3DS camera, the Pokémon appeared

randomly within range of the players’ 3DS. Whereas in Pokémon GO, Pokémon appear because a

location-based trigger from a data infrastructure is activated by the proximity of the users’ mobile

device. The action of capturing Pokémon is almost identical, but in Pokémon Dream Radar this

action is self-contained, as it is disconnected from a pervasive multiplayer world. Pokémon GO

develops the same actions into a haptic effect through their incorporation into a larger digital

infrastructure that establishes a pervasive ludic space beyond the immediate scope of the screen or

embodied gestures of play that sorts players into forms of co-presence in a real-time and ever-

changing world.

Pokémon GO was developed under licence by San Francisco-based Niantic who had begun as

an internal start-up within Google in 2010. Niantic subsequently became independent from Google

in October 2015 in the wake of Google’s restructuring as Alphabet. Niantic is headed by John

Hanke, who joined Google in 2004 after his company Keyhole – who developed the software that

became Google Earth – was purchased by Google. Hanke continued to work at Google’s Geo

division as Vice President of Product Management, and was subsequently associated with the

development of Google Maps, Local, StreetView, SketchUp and Panoramio. Under Hanke’s

direction, Niantic explored the possibilities of location-based mobile apps, augmented reality,

transmedia storytelling and alternate reality, through products such as Field Trip (2012) and

Ingress (2012). Ingress, an alternate reality game with some augmented reality features, had

attracted a small, but dedicated following, and was a significant testing site for many location-

based elements that were influential on the subsequent development of Pokémon GO.

Pokémon GO moves the Pokémon experience from the portability of handheld gaming consoles

to a broader form of mobility. This change is primarily enabled by shifting play to the smartphone

platform. This shift moves the franchise away from the portable play of the secret world of children

to the everyday and pervasive world of the mobile play, which does not erase the secret world, but

rather renders that world ‘at-hand’ and accessible in even the most quotidian moments (cf. Kato

et al., 2005; Verhoeff, 2012). But the shift from portable gaming to mobility is also enabled by the

incorporation of the existing location-based digital infrastructures developed first for Ingress,
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while also connecting to a popular franchise with a long association with portability. Building on

Google Maps contributes to a specific cultural consensus on how space is represented. The

dominance of such technological representations of space impacts a cultural consensus on how

space is seen and utilized (McQuire, 2008). Underpinning these applications a locational turn – a

shift away from place towards the specific geo-coordinates of satellite and GPS (Goggin, 2012).

With the incorporation of Pokémon GO, through everyday activities of walking and smartphone

photography, into quotidian moments, these specific mediations of space and place become

engrained, and form the basis for a collective and affective experience.

From portal to gym: Pokémon GO and ludic space

The locations for two key elements of the virtual infrastructure for Pokémon GO, pokéstops and

gyms are both imported directly from Ingress and consequently are in the same location as Ingress

‘portals’. The earmarking of landmarks and locations for Ingress portals was crowdsourced; the

locations were sourced from the communities of players. Players would submit geo-coordinates

with a photograph and brief description, which were subject to approval by Niantic. Approval was

awarded based on complicated ‘Portal Criteria’, which encouraged the submission of unique art or

architecture, places of public value and education, or hidden local spots. Locations need to be

permanent and accessible by pedestrian access and not include any people, body parts or animals

(Ingress Help Center, 2017). These locations and the photographs were directly imported into

Pokémon GO, leading some members of the Ingress community to describe Pokémon GO as being

a ‘skin’ of Ingress – a reference to the porting of user-generated locations from Ingress players to

Pokémon GO (Moore, 2018).

Ingress was centred on the capturing, protecting and linking of key locations and portals. These

actions each create unique digital traces visible to all players who visit the location. Users’ names

are broadcast during times of attack, passively alerting those nearby, and directly alerting those

who have contributed to that particular portal. Linking of portals forms visible bonds on the game

map and prevents others from linking across this line. When moving through densely populated

locations, players are able to view these shifting traces and territorial practices. Retaining control

of a portal allows for optimal resource extraction – teams can modify, upgrade and protect these

locations. These specific practices of Ingress were not transferred over to Pokémon GO. Rather,

multiplayer elements are embedded though an emphasis on gyms and pokéstops and the more

recently added ‘raid’ functions (Frank, 2017). But even so, these are optional elements that are

outside the primary game mechanic of capturing and collecting Pokémon.

Locations in Pokémon GO are represented as either pokéstops or gyms. Both sites contribute to

a sense of co-presence through ambient play and haptic effect. Pokéstops allow players to collect

usable items, but also allow players to attach ‘lures’ to increase the frequency at which Pokémon

appear. Lures appear as flower petals on the map and increase the spawn rate of Pokémon for all

players near that specific location. Ingress and Pokémon GO maps update in real time toshow the

traces left by players on the game map. While not everyone may be able to determine that other

people staring at their phones are playing a location-based game, the digital traces left by players

contribute to a sense of co-presence by allowing players to be aware of others’ similar embodied

experience – of moving through space, and contributing to a pervasive digital world. Ambient play

includes practices such as scanning the immediate environs for whomever might be taking

advantage of a lure, and these people may be recognizable among various other smartphone users
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because of the particular haptic effect of Pokémon GO which requires specific forms of touch,

gesture, comportment and mobility.

The shift in play style from Ingress to Pokémon GO relates to issues of capturing – from the

capture of locations towards the capture of Pokémon. Players of Ingress, as individuals and col-

lectives, come to locations to take over or protect a portal; their interest is on the landmark itself.

The centrality of the pokéstop and gym illustrates how Pokémon GO establishes a – albeit playful –

software-sorted spatial relation which embeds the co-location of players, and creates a strong

potential for co-present forms of ambient play. Pokéstops are not necessarily sites of contestation

between players, rather they are centralized locations that offer upgrades and so on. While gyms

are only important for experienced players, all players get in-game benefits from proximity to such

sites. These sites caused a realignment of pedestrian traffic in some areas as Pokémon GO became

a phenomenon, as players attuned to the location-based infrastructure. This inevitably shaped

moments and places of concentration and clustering as players incorporated pokéstops and gyms

into their walking practices. Players were software-sorted towards specific locations, establishing

forms of co-location through the small rewards and benefits which can be accumulated by prox-

imity to pokéstops and the potential to level up the Pokémon they have captured at gyms. By

embedding proximity between otherwise individual players, who may be playing alone, but are

encouraged and rewarded to play ‘alongside’ others through gyms and raids, Pokémon GO is

opened to forms of social and ambient play with strangers through the – potentially mutual –

recognition of others in proximity who are also engaging in the same haptic routines, which

involve identifiable haptic effect through similar styles of motion, gesture and comportment in the

capturing and training of Pokémon with an otherwise nondescript, everyday device.

The shared world of Pokémon

A key part of the success of Pokémon GO stems from how well the game dovetails in the user

experiences developed over the 20-year history of the Pokémon franchise (Leorke, 2018: 114). In

that time, it has become a global phenomenon that is a part of many people’s experience of

childhood play (Tobin, 2004). The video games were designed for serial play, with a core game

mechanic of evolution that reflects the player’s own process of moving from childhood to

adulthood (Surman, 2009). The Pokémon is literally a pocket monster that is both private and

always at hand to provide access to a portable secret fantasy world of childhood that ‘bisects’ the

everyday (McCrea, 2011: 398). The centrality of seriality in the design of the series means that the

similarity of the core gameplay and the consistency of the world contribute to the ease at which

the experience of playing Pokémon can be easily rekindled. This possibility of rekindling is now

readily available through the shift in platform to the smartphone afforded by constant connection to

the app store, where Pokémon GO is available as a free download. In contrast, Ingress has a

backstory that is considerably more obscure and millennial. It imagines that fictional impact of the

Higgs-Boson Collider, which in the alternate reality of Ingress has opened the world to intrusions

of exotic matter and the influence of the ‘shapers’, a mysterious alien race. Underground human

factions who understand the significance of these larger events utilize the exotic matter to hasten

(the Enlightened) or prevent (the Resistance) the arrival of the ‘shapers’ on Earth.

While competing teams are an element of Pokémon GO, a large component of the game is the

capture and training of Pokémon, whereas for Ingress the gameplay is primarily driven by the

conflict between the two factions of the Enlightened and the Resistance. In Ingress, each player

must choose a team when they create an account, and play cooperatively with other members of
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their team, in direct competition to control portals with players from the other team. In Pokémon

GO, these portals are repurposed in the logic of the world of Pokémon. Although competitive play

is also an element of Pokémon GO, this all-or-nothing struggle for control initially takes place in a

context of individualized growth. Competition is a part of the relationship of training and care that

the player has with the Pokémon that they have captured.

By plugging into the familiar, yet extraordinary, narrative world of Pokémon and continuing

with the serial logic of the core game mechanics, Pokémon GO appealed to a much larger audience

than Ingress. Certainly, in Ingress, the narrative frames the process of gaining control of and

defending portals as a clandestine activity to which non-players are oblivious. The secretiveness of

the activity is central to the drama of play, and even though the game may require temporary

proximity of team members, the way that they use their smartphones to enact the game may only be

recognizable to the more perceptive. The pacing of Ingress encourages more online contact to

coordinate specific team objectives, which like many other location-based games tends to take

place outside of the moments of co-location (Chan, 2008; Licoppe and Inada, 2006). Yet while

Pokémon GO is deeply entwined with a notion of a secret world within the everyday, the haptic

effect created through enacting the core game mechanics on the touchscreen of the device is

anything but secretive. Although it is possible to trace gestures across the screen with more or less

subtlety the specificity of these gestures is readily recognizable, making playing Pokémon GO

palpably visible in a manner that Ingress was not.

Tracing touch: The camera in Pokémon GO

The centrality of the in-built camera in Pokémon GO greatly contributes to its spreadability across

everyday social media networks. One of the two main modes of play involves using the camera to

capture the Pokémon by throwing Pokéballs at them. Players use the camera on their smartphone to

pinpoint the location of the Pokémon, and then through a combination of aiming the camera and

then ‘throwing’ the Pokéballs using trajectories traced by their fingers across the touchscreen they

have an opportunity to capture the Pokémon if they are able to hit them with a Pokéball. The

Pokéball traps the hit Pokémon inside it (although it has a chance to escape). Once the operation is

complete, the creature is added to the player’s Pokédex, an inventory of captured Pokémon, and

becomes a virtual item in the player’s account. While the gestures required to operate the haptic

interface of Pokémon GO in this way are relatively subtle, the haptic effect of capturing Pokémon

requires a particularly recognizable gestural engagement with the device in order to situate the

player in the augmented environment. Unlike many other everyday operations of smartphones that

take place in public which are ostensibly private, playing Pokémon GO requires individual players

utilize gesture, comportment, and motion in a way that may breach the privacy ‘bubble’ often

associated with mobile devices (cf. Tobin, 2013: 52). The qualities of movement involved in

locating the Pokémon and hitting it with the Pokéball are not always elegant. The process of

capturing a Pokémon may appear to be quite awkward to an observer, especially when the initial

location of the Pokémon is in a strange proximity to the player which may mean it is at their feet, or

above them. Consequently, even skilled and subtle operation of the device will often clearly

identify Pokémon GO players to each other through the haptic effect.

In order to downplay the publicness and challenge of the capture of Pokémon, some players turn

off the connection between the app and their camera. This may be considered cheating, but as it

also greatly reduces the amount of battery power used by their device, the practice is also common

for practical reasons. The practice reduces the challenge of capturing the Pokémon considerably as
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it is no longer augmented. The lack of augmentation means there is no longer a need to locate the

Pokémon and aim the camera at it; instead, the Pokémon now appears in the centre of their screen

once the device is proximate to the Pokémon’s location. The player still has to fire the Pokéballs to

capture it, but the process of getting the Pokémon in the ‘scopes’ and aiming at it is no longer

necessary; the difficulty of the task is greatly reduced, as are the gestural signals of the activity

through the operation of the haptic interface. This minimizes the bodily motions that clearly signal

that they are playing Pokémon GO, and is an effect that some players desire because they do not

want to attract unwanted attention or otherwise consider playing to be embarrassing (Tobin, 2013:

52) in a public setting.

When the augmented features of the app are used, the process of capturing the Pokémon using

the device’s camera also creates the opportunity for a second form of ‘capturing’ and archiving as

the player can take an augmented photograph of the Pokémon superimposed on whatever else is in

the camera’s field. It is the possibilities of this practice that opens Pokémon GO up to a wider

media ecology, of remixing, sharing and curating content. Augmented Pokémon GO photography

is easy to share as the camera functions are well integrated into popular social media sites where

photos are uploaded and shared, such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. Once the images

appear in a social media feed, they potentially become shareable and spreadable well beyond the

post’s original audience and may be remixed and shared in new contexts. This simple factor greatly

increased the visibility of Pokémon GO when it was released as augmented photographs began to

be shared widely; from simple images of newly discovered Pokémon ‘I’m about to catch a Zubat in

Centennial Park’, to pets curled up with virtual companions ‘Rover with his new friend’, and

against spectacular or widely recognizable landmarks ‘Found a Squirtle by the Opera House’.

This feature marks a significant departure from Ingress, which lacks this easy entry point to

social media. Photographs were important for Ingress, but they were functional and how they were

used was highly regulated by Niantic and the player community. By integrating the potential for

augmented reality photography into playing with the app, Pokémon GO connected the haptic effect

to social media. References to the experience of spatial-embodied play through photo sharing on

social media shift the boundary between ‘playing’ and ‘not-playing’ Pokémon GO, which creates

new dimensions of ambient play through affective resonance. In a similar manner to motion

sensitive gaming consoles, such as the Wii console, making the body of players part of the

spectacle of gaming (Simon, 2009), the augmented vision of Pokémon GO captured and shared

through photography and social media becomes a site used to re-evoke the sensory-inscribed body

and connect with others through the affective resonance of embodied play. Augmented photo-

graphy disperses the haptic effect across the network as people recall the spatial embodiment of

play created through the affective and sensual experience of playing Pokémon GO. This extension

of ambient play to social media further facilitates affective forms of co-presence (Zappavigna,

2011), as augmented Pokémon GO photography demarcates a shared affect of resonance between

bodies established through a mutual experience of embodied play.

The augmented photography in Pokémon GO allows players to play with how they use the

haptic device, to physically position themselves in relation to the augmented environment and the

place where it is enacted. The views that are captured negotiate the territory of mixed reality

through the embodied experience of enacting the augmented space. Camera phone photography

has been previously linked to the ludic disruption of everyday space, particularly in the sense of

capturing odd moments of everyday life (Kato et al., 2005). Pokémon GO highlights this disruption

through the generation of fantastic Pokémon inhabitants for the (mostly) urban environment, and
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users exacerbate this disruption by playing with the juxtaposition of the playful and fantastic

augmentation with their field of vision.

This suggests that Pokémon photography explores and captures the messy elements of the

imbrication of embodied touch with augmented vision. Verhoeff (2012) uses the metaphor of a

‘dirty window’ to illustrate how the haptic effect can shape the experience of vision by empha-

sizing the mediation of the screen. The dirty window suggests that the haptic effect is not just about

access to virtual – in this case augmented – reality, but how touch and vision are reciprocally

shaped and experienced through haptic technologies. The sense of touch in Pokémon GO often

occurs through the mimetic action of swiping to throw balls to capture, but is also embedded within

everyday camera and photographic practices of touchscreen devices. The visual is enmeshed with

the haptic through touch through the app – walking with the app open and at hand; using fingers to

flick Pokéballs across the screen, the comportment of movement and gestures to frame the

Pokémon in the devices augmented vision – the dirty screen of the smartphone thus becomes a

visual and tactile interface.

Pokémon GO photography allows players to capture not only their environment but also their

implied gestural engagement with the environment and digital objects. Working from the photo-

graph of a Pokémon positioned in an everyday situation, viewers can note their implied bodily and

sensorial relationship between player (as photographer), screen and object. In doing so, Pokémon

GO illustrates the need to move away from an understanding of augmented reality as dominantly

visual (Graham et al., 2013), and conceptualize the haptic effect as an embodied interaction with

technology that includes visual elements. While the photograph fails to capture the spectrum of

sensorial and haptic engagement with the mobile device, they create a simulation of haptics that

can form the basis of a sensorial engagement with others through an implied shared positionality

(Parisi, 2014). These photographs demonstrate how users reconstruct narratives of their everyday

interactions and spaces and share these embodied engagements across multiple platforms (Liao

and Humphreys, 2014). The haptic effect is evoked through the implied trajectory of touch which

is captured in the augmented vision of Pokémon GO photography, which creates space for a body

which can recall and recollect the affective and embodied experience of negotiating place and

augmented vision, and the possibility of affective resonance between bodies which have experi-

enced these negotiations of vision and touch.

Conclusion

Nintendo’s relatively long history of experimental walking as a gameplay mechanic has found

considerable ‘mainstream’ success with Pokémon GO. Players use the augmented vision of the

smartphone to reconnect with the hidden world of Pokémon, which remaps and reprioritizes urban

space. This remapping, in turn, creates the potential for new collectives of people, drawn to a static

pokéstop or gym or by the rumor of a rare Pokémon being sighted in the area. These collectives are

not necessarily playing with one another, but they are playing together inasmuch as the haptic

affect makes players’ co-location palpably public through gesture, comportment, and mobility. In

the remapping and recognition of the space, the ambient play of Pokémon GO facilitates a haptic

ambience informed by a sense of the recognition of others; other bodies are experiencing the same

touch, gesture and mobility, and the same hidden world of Pokémon. The integration of the

smartphone camera directly into Pokémon GO creates further scope for co-presence and ambient

play through this affective resonance of bodies. While the photograph ostensibly conceals the role

of gesture and mobility in the operation of the game, it evokes the range of embodied activities
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which are coordinated and focused to capture Pokémon that are also calibrated in the act of taking a

photograph. The sharing of such images then connects players through affective resonance across

locations, through the mutual embodied experiences of the hidden world at hand.
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Notes

1. For a more encompassing discussion, see Allison (2006) and Tobin (2004).

2. ChunSoft also produced a licensed Pokémon Mystery Dungeon series which is not covered in this article.
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